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Difficult access to international scientific production
  - Invisibility of research
  - Underrepresentation of certain topics
  - Invisibility of researcher
  - Difficult access to mainstream publishing circuits
  - Difficulty to build one’s scientific network
  - Actuality of findings
  - Speed of change of research target
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Who am I

- what do I do / what does interest me
- what have I done / what do I know
- where am I

Public repository
- personal space
- past and present
- interlinked

Production / work
- raw data / sources
- same platform
- accessible everywhere
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- informal
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Personal board about current news
Network Building
The information gets to you (RSS)
Long tail interests
Subscription to more relevant sources
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- Presence in relevant places
- “place in the world”
- Network as identity shaper
- Share vs. rediscover the wheel
- Take part into the conversation
- Participation in projects
- Invitation to evaluate articles / communications
- Invitation to impart conferences / seminars
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